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ABSTRACT: The mechanisms and theoretical aspects of long term settlement following tunnelling in London
Clay are described and the controlling parameters identified. The potential influence of compensation grout
ing, used to control movements during construction, on long term settlement are considered. The limited pub
lished case histories of long .term settlement in London are summarised and available predictive methods are
presented. The extensive records available hom ILE Contract 102 for a period of up to 5 years following con
struction are presented and summarised.

1 INTRODUCTION

Monitoring of settlement following comp_letion of
the *Jubilee Line Extension in London has continued

for up to five years. This_has provided a database
which allows much greater insight to be gained into
the significance, magnitude, duration and distribu
tion of consolidation settlements following tunnelling. I
2 SIGNTFICANCE, or LONG TERM

SETTLEMENT .g

Settlement which develops in the long term follow
ing tunnel construction in clay isa complex subject
which has received relatively little research effort
and for which there are few published case histories,
particularly with respect to tmmels in London Clay.
Historically, long term settlement has been consid
ered to be unproblematic, however, on JLE Contract
102 a considerable amount of attention has had to be

given to the subject for a range of reasons:
Potential Damage Assessment: The prediction of

long term settlement is not included in the standard
“Settlement Assessment” methodology; this has
been justified by the assumption that long term set
tlement is less damaging than volume loss move
ments. There is a growing awareness of the potential
effects of tunnelling on overlying structures, and
there is a need for case history data to justify this as
sumption.

Specyied Limits on Settlement: Specified limits on
absolute settlement, which do not take into account

the potential for a substantial element of consolida
tion _ settlement, can have serious cost and pro
gramme implications. Substantial consolidation set
tlements can occur within the construction period
particularly at station locations but also, for exam
ple, between two running tumrel drives.

Liaison with Third Parties: The lack of predic
tions for long term settlement meant that, in many
instances, third parties were not aware of this com
ponent of movement. A great deal of time had to be
expended in explaining the continuance of move
ment after the completion of construction. The use
of the term “Settlement Assessment” and reference
to the calculated settlement as a “prediction” is mis
leading, since only immediate, volume loss settle
ments are included in the standard methodology.

Actual Damage: Although damage to buildings on
Contract 102 has beenmaintained within acceptable
limits, a munber of situations have arisen where
damage has continued to worsen as a result of con
solidation settlements.

Eject of Compensation Grouting: the widespread
use of compensation grouting with large volumes of
grout injected to mitigate volume loss movements
during tunnel construction led to concem that in
creased post construction settlements may result.

De-commissioning of Protective Measures: The
potential rate, magnitude and distribution of long
term settlement needs to be understood to provide
evidence that any protective measure implemented
has fulfilled its role and can be de-commissioned.

Limit of Responsibility for Damage: Agreements
with third parties frequently contained clauses relat
ing to both settlement and the monitoring of it.



These generally stated that monitoring shall_ continue
until movement has ceased and for a specified period
thereafter. There is a need for the implications of
such undertakings to be more clearly understood.

3 THEORETICAL ASPECTS

The potential for ground movements to continue for
many years after completion of construction of tun
nels excavated in London Clay is well understood.
The mechanism for these _longer term movements is
that the tunnel inevitably introduces a new drainage
boundary condition, since at the inside face of the
lining the pressure is, by definition, atmospheric or
zero. The pore pressures immediately after construc
tion of a turmel are not in equilibrium with the modi
fied boundary conditions. If the trmnel is not totally
impermeable, flow of pore water occurs until a
steady state flow pattern is. reached. The final pore
pressures will generally be lower than those imme
diately after tunnel construction; settlement will oc
cur as pore pressures reduce to their long term val
ues, increasing effective stresses and thereby
inducing consolidation ofthe clay.

The principles of soil mechanics relevant to the
problem of consolidation settlement following tim
nelling are well understood. Nevertheless, it is gen
erally not appreciated how important the distribution
of relative permeability is in determining the magni
tude as well as the rate of consolidation movements.

The initial pore pressure profile in Central`London,
as a result of underdrainage producing downwards
flow, is controlled by the vertical permeability pro
file through the London' Clay and Lambeth Beds
clays. It is perfectly possible for pore pressures to
exist anywhere between zero and the hydrostatic
pressure Hom the F_upper aquifer, at any elevation
within the London Clay. The location of the tturnel
(or drain) within the permeability profile can simi
larly have widely divergent effects on the magnitude
of the reduction in pore pressure in the long temr,
and hence on the magnitude of consolidation settle
ment. Illustrative examples of the effect of layering
of 'permeability are shown on Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Effect of layering on pore pressure decrease

Of potentially great importance, also, is the' per
meability of the tunnel lining and the immediately
surrounding ground which governs the effectiveness
of the ttmnel as a drain. It is usual, in London Clay,
to assume that the lining is permeable relative to the
grorurd and that the tunnel therefore acts as a perfect
drain, i.e. the pore pressure at the outside of the tun
nel lining is zero. Limited data is available of meas
ured long term pressures around tunnels; these sug
gest a variable effect but confnm that, in the long
term, a flow pattern is established towards the tun
nel.

The accurate determination of the in-situ perme
ability of London Clay is problematic. Field meas
urements are usually dominated by the horizontal
permeability and hence the variation in vertical per
meability with depth (which govems the initial pore
pressures) is particularly difficult to ascertain.

4 CASE HrsToRY DATA

Only three published case histories of long term set
tlement following tunnel construction in London
Clay have been identified.`The geometry of tunnels
at each location differed significantly but confirmed
that long term settlement should be expected after
construction of tunnels in London Clay. There is a
large variation in the reported rates of consolidation
settlement.

5 PREDICTION OF CONSOLIDATION
SETTLEMENT

Finite- Element (FE) analysis (or other numerical
method) is the only practicable method of predicting
consolidation settlement; there are no reliable em
pirical methods of prediction.

Parametric studies of post-turmelling settlement in
London Clay, using FE analyses, have been under
taken by GCG; these highlight some importantpoints: ~ V _

- if the turmel lining is impermeable heave is
predicted following construction;

~ for penneable tunnels with very low initial
pore pressures in the clay, heave, settlement or even
no movement can be produced; .

- changes in horizontal permeability alone can
significantly modify the magnitude of settlement;

- movements continue for 5 to 10 years after
ttmnel construction and produce an “S” shaped curve
when plotted against time on a logarithmic scale;

- the distribution of vertical permeability influ
ences both the rate and magnitude of settlement;

- changes in permeability within the accuracy of
standard measurement techniques can double the
magnitude of movements;



- the elevation of a tunnel within a varying per
meability profile can alter- settlements substantially;

- clay cover and tunnel spacing are important
controlling parameters;

- long term settlements occur over a wider area
than volume loss movements;

- settlements and slopes can increase signifi
cantly both within and outside the extent of volume
loss movements;

- increases in angular strain within the volume
loss settlement trough are generally asmall propor
tion of those from volume loss movements.

- with multiple uuinel' passes, such as at a sta
tion, a large proportion of consolidation settlement
can occur during the construction period and an in
crease in the rate of settlement is generally produced
after each separate tunnel drive.

6 SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS

The main issues relating to long term consolidation
settlement _are discussed, with examples given from
the monitoring results Bom ILE Contract l02

6.1 The assumption that the tunnels act as a drain

The data from Contract 102 shows that settlement
continued to increase after construction over virtu
ally the whole length of the tunnels. Most ttmnels
were visibly wet to varying degrees. The evidence
strongly supports the concept that turmels in London
Clay do act as a drain. Substantial consolidation set
tlements have been recorded over tunnels in most lo

cations irrespective of the. lining type (bolted SGI
and concrete, expanded concrete and in-situ con
crete), including station areas where more attention
is paid to waterproofing.

6.2 Magnitude of consolidation settlement

The total magnitude of consolidation settlement can
only be reliably determined from settlement moni
toring data where there are clearly defined construc
tion activities of short duration. In this situation the
immediate volume loss movements can be identified

and subtracted from the total movement to give the
element due to consolidation. However, if a tunnel is
constructed relatively slowly, it can be shown, theo
retically, that up to 20% of the total movement dur
ing construction could be due to consolidation rather
than undrained, volume loss movements. Thus,
where construction takes place over a long period or
where there are multiple ttmnels or compensation
grouting is employed only an approximate estimate
of the total consolidation settlement can be made. As

an altemative, post-construction movements can be
considered although this element of the consolida
tion settlement can be a small proportion of the total.

The layout of the tunnels on Contract 102. is
shown in plan and in long section on Figure 2. Fig
ure 3 shows both the total consolidation settlement'
and the post construction settlement as a long sec
tion. The long term values shown are based on
movements 1000 days after the end of construction.
The variation in the magnitude of settlement is sub
stantial with values of less than 5n1m and greater
than 50mm above the running tumrels and almost
l00mm at Waterloo and Westminster stations.
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Figure 2. Contract 102 tunnels - plan and longsection

Substantial consolidation settlement (>30mm) was
recorded over the length between the River Thames
and the St. James’s Park lake. Over this section of
the route, the tunnels are close together in plan and
at different elevations. As the tunnel alignments di
verge to the north of the lake, the recorded move
ments decrease significantly (to <l5mm),apa1ticu
larly over the Eastbound turmel. This suggests that
the majority of compression occurs at elevations
close to the tunnel and that movements produced by
ttmnels at different elevations and relatively close
spacing in plan are, to a degree, additive.
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Figure 3. Measured long term & post construction settlement
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South of the river, where the two running tunnels
are at approximately the same elevation, maximum
consolidation movement is about 15mm. Reduced
movements_were recorded in proximity to the Water
loo International Terminal (VVIT). This is attributed
to the unloading from the then recent construction of
WIT and the presence of the existing London Un
derground tunnels below.

For the running tunnels the total consolidation set
tlement includes a small component (5 -"10mm) of
settlement from the period between the two tunnel
drives whereas at the station locations between 40
and 60mm of consolidation settlement is estimated
to have occurred within the construction period.
Larger consolidation movements are to be expected
at station complexes due to the large close proximity
tunnels and the presence of tunnels at a range of ele
vations. A maximum settlement of 40mm has been

recorded after the end of construction, as _shown onFigure 3. _
London Clay is often considered to be a “uniform”

material with respect to tunnelling. It has been
shown here that the magnitude of consolidation set
tlement can vary widely. The volume losses re
corded on Contract 102 also varied widely (0.7% to
3.2%). Clearly London Clay does not give Lmiform
movements as a result of tumielling. It is considered
that layering within the Clay is one of the most i1n
portant factors. A variation in permeability within
the London Clay was noted by Burland and Han
cock, l972, and King, 1981, identified a number of
different divisions based on depositional history.
Further soil investigation in St. James’s Park was
commissioned by LUL (Standing & Burland, 1999).
This investigation identified the divisions with the
clay below St. James’s. The layering is shown on
Figure 2, with respect to the running ttmnel vertical
alignments and shows that the relative postion of
both tunnels changes below the St. `James’s Park
lake: the Westbound ttumel changes f`rom Layer A3i
to A3ii and the Eastbound tunnel passes from Layer
A3ii into the overlying Layer B.

There is an overall correlation between the eleva
tion of the tunnels and the magnitude of consolida
tion settlement; greater settlements are given where
the tunnels are between 10 and 25m above the base
of the clay i.e. in Layer A3i, and smaller movements
where the distance is below 10m (Layer A2) or
above 25m (Layer A3ii and B).

6.3 Rate and duration of consolidation settlement

The “total” consolidation settlement values quoted in
Section 6.2 are from 1000 days after the end of con
struction. Consolidation movements are still con
tinuing at a measurable rate in some areas over 2000
days after the end of construction.

Where two or more ttmnels are constructed, an in
creased rate of movement due to consolidation is ob

served after each drive. In general, the rate of con
solidation settlement will continuously decrease with
time following the end of construction, but will not
give a linear relationship against log time. The
maximtun rate of movement on a log time plot gen
erally occurs within the first year and hence a linear
fit to data over this period can be used to predict
maximum ftuther movements.

The period over which consolidation settlements
are perceived to continue is related to the accuracy
of measurement. On ILE Contract 102 settlement
has been deemed to be effectively complete when
movements are less than 2mm/year; this criterion
was satisfied within 2 years where the total consoli
dation settlement is <l5mrn, whereas, where much
larger movements have been recorded, the criterion
was not met until for 5 years.

Examples of the development of long tenn settle
ment with time are shown on Figure 5 from a range
of points above the centrelines of the tunnels differ
entiated into three zones: north of the St. James’s
Park lake for east and westbound tunnels and south
of the lake for both tunnels extending to Parliament
Square:

- The settlements north of the lake above the
Westbound turmel fall into a tight band for 4 points
located over a 300m length of the ttmnel. Very small
increases in settlement occur after 1000 days.

- The data from above the Eastbound show a
wider range for the area north of the lake. The data is
plotted as movements after the Westbound tunnel
and it can be seen from the plot that a substantial
proportion of the movement recorded occurred prior
to 250 days i.e before the Eastboimd tunnel drive.
The magnitude of settlement generally decreases
Hom south to north as the ttmnel separation in
creases' and effects' fiom the deeper 'Westbound tun
nel reduces. There is a slight trend to a very small
increase in movements up to 1500 days.m I I I l I I I `| | i | | | e --_-_
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Figure 4. Measured increase in settlement after tunnelling

~ South of the lake the data are similar to that
for the Westbound up to about 250 days; the in
crease in the rate of movement at this time is due to
the construction of the Eastbound tunnel. Most of
the data points show similar overall behaviour but
one point has a significantly greater magnitude. At
least part of the scatter is attributed to seasonal ef



fects as a number of points are close to mature trees
within the park. A trend of continuing increase in
settlement at 1500 days 'is evident for most of the
data points. _

Figure-6 shows data from four points to the south
of the lake and includes both building and surface
points. Two of the points are in the area of compen
sation grouting and' two points' are outside the grout
ing area. All of the data follows a similar pattem and

bounds to the data shown on the figure indicate that
virtually all of the individual data points fall within a
range of about 7mm. -It can be concluded that there
are no significant differences in long term behaviour
as a result of compensation grouting.
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Figure 5. Settlements in areas with and without compensation
grouting

6.4 Distribution of consolidation settlement

Consolidation settlements generally occur over a
much wider zone than volume loss settlements with
measurable effects up to 100m from the tu1mels_ The
magnitude of settlements at the extremity of the
trough for voltune loss movements can be as high as
40mm with associated slopes of up to 111000. The
slopes within the initial settlement trough can also
be increased by longterm settlement. The stifhiess
of structures appears to modify the shape of consoli
dation settlement profiles, but to a lesser extent than
for immediate volume loss movements. This is gen
erally beneficial in that it reduces the likelihood of
damage occurring. Some evidence that concentration
of strains ca_n occur has been observed. Overall the

contention that long term settlements are less prob
lematic than voltune loss settlement is supported by
the data presented.

There are a ntunber of notable exceptions to this
conclusion where either absolute settlement or slope
is the controlling criterion. Specific instances en
countered _on Contract 102 include the New Parlia

mentary Building (Harris, 2002A) and Big Ben and
the adjoining Palace of Westminster (Harris,
2002B).

Examples of long term settlement profiles are
shown on Figures 6 to 9. Short term movements

based on observations, Gaussian curves fitted to ob
servations or predicted Gaussian curves have been
added to these figures to allow direct comparison of
the magnitude and extent of the two different com
ponents of settlement. Figures 6 and_ 7 show profiles
from within St. James’s Park which are greenfield
sites unaffected by buildings.
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Figure 6. Volume loss _and long term settlement north of lake

Figure 6 shows data nom north of the Lake and il
lustrates the differing long tenn behaviour above the
westbound and eastbound tunnels. Above the centre

line of the westbound tunnel (point 2045) 10mm of
voltune loss settlement was recorded compared with
over 15mm due to consolidation. Conversely above
the eastbound ttmnel (2050) a volume loss settle
ment of 12mm and virtually no consolidation settle
ment has been recorded. The consolidation settle
ment h'om the westbotmd tunnel is over a wider
trough than the volume loss movement but the
maximum change in slope is similar albeit at a 20m
greater offset from the tunnel.

To the south of the lake, the ttmnels are much
closer together and Figure 7 shows that the volume
loss movements nom the two tlmnels interact to
produce a single peak settlement of just under
30mm. The consolidation settlement is also a maxi

mum between the two ttmnels and occurs over a
much wider area and, although the data does not
fully define its extent, the full width of the trough is
about 200m. The maximtun consolidation settlement

is greater than the volume loss movement and at the
edge of the volume loss trough, 40mm of consolida
tion settlement has been recorded.
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Figure 7. Volume loss and long term settlement south of lake



Figures 8 and 9 shows profiles at either end of the
Treasury building. Figure 8 shows a profile includ
ing the facade `o'f` the Institution of Civil Engineers
headquarters and the LINK research team monitor
ing (CIRIA, 1997) inthe basement of the Treasury.
The volume loss settlements for the westbound tun
nel are shown as fitted Gaussian curves ‘to the obser

vations which showed a strong asymmetry due to the
stiffness of the Treasury. A predicted settlement
trough for both rtmning tunnels is also shown based
on the back-calculated volume loss values and a
symmetric trough. The consolidation settlements are
slightly asymmetric with a greater width shown be
low the Treasury building than the ICE building but,
in contrast to the volume loss movements, the
maximum settlement is not at the edge of the Treas
ury building but is close to the theoretical location of
the maximum for the volume loss movements. The
magnitude of the consolidation settlement is less
than the volume loss settlement might have been if
the compensation grouting carried out concurrently
with the eastbound drive had not mitigated this ele
ment of settlement. Maximum settlement at the edge
of the volume loss trough is 20mm.10 __ _ I
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Figure 8: Long term settlement of Treasury & ICE Buildings
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Figure 9: Long term settlement of Treasury East facade

Figure 9 shows the consolidation movements at
the east end of the Treastuy. The movement at a dis
tance of Om is zero by definition since this point has
been used as a bench mark and is situated over 120m

from the tunnel centerline. A settlement of 20mm is
shown at the edge of the volume loss trough. A

slight hogging def`ormation is shown but with a
maximiun slope of l:3000.

7 CONCLUSIONS

The key- conclusions with respect to long term con
solidation settlement are: _ I

° tunnels in London Clay act as drains and the
associated reduction in pore pressure induces long
term consolidation settlement;

° the magnitude of consolidation settlement var
ies significantly and can be substantial particularly at
station locations (up to l0Omm) but also above run
ning tunnels (up to 50mm);

° consolidation settlement occurs over a period
of 5 years or longer;

° a substantial proportion of consolidation set
tlement often occurs during construction period;

° measurable movements can occur at distances
of 100m from a tunnel and 40mm movement can oc

cur outside the volume loss settlement trough;
° consolidation settlements can be predicted us

ing numerical analysis but detailed profiling of the
London Clay is necessary to obtain realistic predic
tions;

° in general little damage is initiated by con
solidation settlements alone but where damage -has
been induced during construction, or existing defects
or lines of weakness exist, concentration of strain
can occur and significantly increase the degree of
damage.
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